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Abstract— Chipped radio-frequency identification (RFID)
sensor systems have been studied for structural health moni-
toring (SHM) applications. However, the use of chip in sensor
tags and its standardized narrowband operation contribute short-
comings in cost, durability, and detection capability. This paper
presents a novel use of the frequency signature-based chipless
RFID for metal crack detection and characterization operating
in ultra-wideband frequency. The vision is to implement a low-
cost and high-temperature-resistant passive wireless sensor able
to monitor the crack on a metallic structure with multiparameter
detection. We propose a chipless RFID sensor tag integrating four
tip-loaded dipole resonators as a 4-bit ID encoder and a circular
microstrip patch antenna (CMPA) resonator as a crack sensor.
The radar cross section spectrum of the chipless RFID sensor tag
generates four resonant frequencies from the dipole resonators
and a resonant frequency from the CMPA resonator. Simulation
and experimental results show that the resonant frequency shift
of the CMPA is a useful feature to indicate the crack orientation
and the crack width on a metallic structure. The direction of
the resonant frequency shift represents the orientation of the
crack, while the magnitude of the resonant frequency shift is
proportional to the width of the crack. Furthermore, the exper-
imentation with a natural fatigue crack sample proves that the
proposed sensor tag is capable of detecting submillimeter cracks.

Index Terms— Chipless radio-frequency identification (RFID),
microstrip patch antenna, structural health monitoring (SHM),
wireless crack sensor.

I. INTRODUCTION

STRUCTURAL health monitoring (SHM) is the integration

of sensor technologies and the Internet of Things (IoT) to

implement automatic detection systems of structural damages

on mechanical and civil infrastructures [1], [2]. The acquired

information from IoT-based SHM systems can benefit us in

life-cycle assessments, asset managements, and preventing

failures on invaluable infrastructures such as bridges, wind

turbines, aircrafts, and pipelines [3]. Without SHM systems,

unmonitored cracks due to fatigue or corrosion on metal-

lic structures may cause hazardous incidents and therefore

jeopardize human safety. This is of the uttermost importance to

monitor the health condition of safety-critical infrastructures,
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in order to prevent catastrophic failures, also to reduce man-

ual maintenance costs. A widely known solution for metal

inspection is to utilize nondestructive testing and evalua-

tion (NDT&E) techniques, e.g., liquid penetrant testing [4],

ultrasonic testing [5], eddy current testing [6], thermography

testing [7], and microwave waveguide testing [8], which have

shown good detection sensitivity and reliability. However,

these close-range inspection approaches are time-consuming,

cost much in labors, and practically too cumbersome for SHM

applications [9].

To bridge the gap between NDT&E and SHM, radio-

frequency identification (RFID)-based sensor systems are

attractive because RFID is wireless, passive, and rela-

tively low cost [10], [11]. Caizzone and DiGiampaolo [12],

Yi et al. [13], and Zhang et al. [14] have investigated the

use of RFID tag antennas as sensors, especially the ultrahigh

frequency RFID, for metal crack detection and characteriza-

tion. It was reported that, by using the phase shift feature

from a coupled dipole RFID tags, a submillimeter crack

can be detected from 1.5-m distance [12]. A longer reading

range, roughly 2.1 m, is achieved with a folded rectangular

patch antenna, but the size of the sensor tag is big [13]. For

miniaturization purpose, a 3-by-3-cm size 3-D folded dipole

RFID tag, reportedly, can detect a crack from 1-m distance

using the backscattered power feature in conjunction with

principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the environ-

mental effects [14]. Although the studies have proved the

feasibility; however, the use of application specific integrated

circuit makes chipped RFID sensor tags not cost-effective

and unable to work in harsh environments such as in high-

temperature condition. Furthermore, the detection capability of

chipped RFID sensor systems is limited to only one parameter

detection, i.e., the crack width due to the fact that the chipped

RFID standards operate in a narrowband spectrum.

Chipless RFID, the next generation of RFID, offers several

advantages over the chipped RFID in terms of cost, sim-

plicity, printability, and ability to work in high-temperature

environments [15]–[17]. Therefore, chipless RFID recently has

drawn a great attention in sensor applications [18], [19]. One

notable progress is the multiparameter frequency signature-

based chipless RFID sensor having a capability to detecting

multiple physical variables [20]. The idea of using chipless

technologies for crack detection is relatively new. Previously,

the time-domain reflectometry-based chipless RFID with

delay-line tag structure [21], the frequency-selective surface-

based sensor [22], and the harmonic tag using band-stop filter

structure [23] have been observed for detecting cracks on

nonmetallic structures. Patch antenna is chipless and has been
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Fig. 1. Principle of chipless RFID sensor system for crack detection and
characterization on a metallic structure.

studied for metal crack detection, but unlike the RFID sensor

systems, antenna sensors need to be read by wire from the

antenna terminal [24]. Nonetheless, as per authors’ knowledge,

utilization of the frequency signature-based chipless RFID for

metal crack detection has not been investigated.

This paper reports a novel use of the frequency signature-

based chipless RFID sensor tag for metal crack detec-

tion and characterization. The proposed sensor tag operates

in ultra-wideband (UWB) frequency, integrating dipole res-

onators as the ID encoders and a circular microstrip patch

antenna (CMPA) resonator as the crack sensor. By using the

resonant frequency shift of the CMPA, the proposed sensor

can detect and characterize two crack parameters, i.e., crack

orientation and crack width. This multiparameter detection

capability has never been achieved by chipped RFID sensors.

Crack width is a crucial parameter to signify the severity

of a crack, while crack orientation is useful for knowing

the crack progression. The direction of resonant frequency

shift represents the crack orientation, while its magnitude

is proportional to the crack width. With this multiparameter

detection capability, we have shown a remarkable potential of

chipless RFID sensor system for metal crack detection and

characterization.

II. CRACK DETECTION APPROACH

The working principle of a chipless RFID sensor system for

crack detection and characterization is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The sensor reader interrogates the sensor tag mounted on a

metallic structure by transmitting a broadband signal through

the Tx antenna. Reflection from the sensor tag and the metal

results in a backscattered signal, which will be received by the

Rx antenna. Next, the sensor reader performs signal processing

and feature extraction to identify the tag ID as well as to read

the sensor information. In this system, the sensor tag is an

important part to shape the backscattered signal and to form a

unique signature in the frequency domain, which contains the

sensing features. The reader will interpret the features so that

it can sense if any crack presented on the monitored metallic

structure.

Since the concern of this paper is to detect crack on metallic

structures, a design requirement to meet is that the sensor

tag must be “metal-mountable.” A metal-mountable sensor

tag design needs to consider the metal as an integral part

of the sensor tag. In this case, two-layer chipless RFID tag

Fig. 2. CMPA structure (a) Typical configuration. (b) Modified configuration
when the antenna applied for crack sensor on a metallic structure.

designs backed with a ground plane can operate well on metal.

The reason is that the metallic surface, on which the tag is

mounted, acts similarly as the tag’s ground plane [25], [26].

The following designs are some of the reported chipless

RFID tag structures with a ground plane: dipole [27], folded

dipole [28], stepped impedance resonator [29], closed-loop

resonator [30], [31], and microstrip patch [32]. Among the

feasible metal-mountable designs, this paper takes an interest

in CMPA by seeing that a study has revealed its good

performance for omnidirectional strain detection [33]. The

CMPA sensor has shown a clear difference when the strain is

applied with 0° orientation and 90° orientation. The resonant

frequency will shift toward lower frequencies for 0°-oriented

strain and will shift toward higher frequencies for 90°-oriented

strain. This evidence is a motivation to assume that a circular

shape with its geometric uniformity would also have good

results for detecting different crack orientations.

A typical structure of CMPA is shown in Fig. 2(a). The-

oretically, the supported modes and the resonant frequency

of a CMPA can be found by treating the patch, the ground

plane and the material between them as a circular cavity [34].

It is noteworthy that the fundamental resonant frequency of a

CMPA will not change significantly with an external wireless

excitation [35]. When a CMPA is applied for a metal crack

sensor, only a circular patch is printed on the top layer of

the substrate while the surface of the monitored metallic

structure is considered as the ground plane, as illustrated

in Fig. 2(b). Consequently, the electrical properties and the

physical condition of the metal underneath of the patch, such

as the presence of crack, affect the characteristics of the

CMPA. A metal crack can be defined as an open line on a

metallic surface along which it has split yet without breaking

apart the structure. The presence of a crack in the ground

plane will modify the formed circular cavity of the CMPA

since the crack will emerge an open gap in the ground plane.

This change will affect the antenna mode and the antenna

effective radius, considering that the substrate thickness and

the permittivity need to take into account of the presented air

gap due to the crack. Since the resonant frequency is dependent

to the antenna effective radius, the presence of crack can be

detected by using the resonant frequency shift of the CMPA.

III. CHIPLESS RFID SENSOR TAG DESIGN

Layout and dimension of the proposed chipless RFID sensor

tag are presented in Fig. 3 and Table I, respectively. The sensor

tag is designed on a Taconic CER-10-0500 laminate with the
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Fig. 3. Layout of the proposed chipless RFID sensor tag.

TABLE I

DIMENSION OF THE PROPOSED CHIPLESS RFID SENSOR TAG (IN mm)

dielectric constant (εr ) of 10 and the loss tangent (δ) of 0.0035.

A substrate with a high dielectric constant is chosen in order to

minimize the size of the sensor tag and maximize the quality

factor (Q). The overall size of the chipless RFID sensor tag

is 35 mm × 15 mm. The proposed sensor tag consists of

two parts of resonators: the sensor part and the ID part. The

sensor part of the tag is a CMPA resonator as described in

the previous section, while the ID part consists of four tip-

loaded dipole resonators positioned on the left and right sides

of the circular patch. These four ID resonators are to generate

a binary ID of “1111.” On the sensor tag’s backside (see tag’s

back view in Fig. 3), the ground plane is created only at the

backside of ID resonators because the ground plane of the

circular patch is the monitored metallic structure. The inherent

ground plane on the backside of ID resonators is to protect the

ID signature so that the ID of the tag will not be affected by

the presence of crack on the metallic structure.

Dipole shape is chosen for ID resonators because of its

simple geometry and its ability to resonate on a ground plane.

A dipole on a ground plane works as a half wavelength

resonator and will have a resonant frequency depending on its

length. In our proposed design, the dipole shape is modified

with the capacitive tip loading structure, by enlarging both

dipole’s tips, beneficial to shorten the dipole physical length

and to reduce mutual coupling between the resonators. The

tip-loaded structure reduces the mutual coupling by making

the surface current distributed on the ground plane to be more

concentrated, and thus less interfering the adjacent resonators.

The real impact of this mutual coupling reduction is that the

resonators can be placed closer to each other so that the

overall size of the sensor tag decreases significantly over

the use of normal dipoles. In addition, two dipole resonators

with slightly different lengths should not be placed closely

as they produce adjacent resonant frequencies. Therefore, two

Fig. 4. Simulation setup of the chipless RFID sensor tag.

Fig. 5. Simulated RCS spectrum of the chipless RFID sensor tag showing
two sets of resonant frequency.

ID resonators are placed on the left side of the circular patch

and the other two are placed on the right side. Since multiple

resonators are placed on the same surface as an array, there

are electromagnetic interactions where the current developed

in each resonator also depends on the contributions from the

adjacent resonators. The reduction of mutual coupling among

the resonators with the mentioned techniques will ensure that

each resonator produces resonant frequency distinctly.

The simulation setup in CST Microwave Studio is depicted

in Fig. 4. The sensor tag is placed on a metallic plate with a

dimension of 60 mm × 60 mm × 2 mm and an electrical con-

ductivity (σ ) of 3.56 × 107 S/m. Acting as the chipless RFID

reader, a plane wave excitation and a radar cross section (RCS)

probe are set in the model and positioned at 30 cm in front

of the sensor tag. The plane wave excitation transmits linearly

polarized signals to –z direction with its E-plane parallel to

the y-axis and its H -plane parallel to the x-axis. The setup is

simulated within a frequency range from 2 to 6 GHz by using

an “open (add space)” boundary setting for all axis directions.

The simulated RCS spectrum of the chipless RFID sensor tag

is shown in Fig. 5. When a plane wave excites the sensor

tag, the RCS shows a frequency selective behavior creating

deep notches at particular frequencies. The notches are formed

because the conductive structures in the tag resonate the

excitation signal at certain frequencies causing some energy

at those frequencies to be absorbed before it is reflected. It is

obvious that the sensor tag produces two sets of resonant

frequency within the frequency range. The first set of resonant
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Fig. 6. Surface current distributions of the chipless RFID sensor tag showing
the concentration of current at each resonant frequency.

frequency is the ID signature that consists of four resonant

frequencies at 3.29, 3.41, 3.52, and 3.59 GHz. The second set

of resonant frequency is the sensor data signature produced by

the CMPA at 4.70 GHz. The ID signature encodes a tag ID of

“1111” since four resonant frequency notches are present. The

tag ID can be modified by either eliminating the corresponding

ID resonator/s or equalizing its length to a resonator that has

ID bit of “1.” For example, a tag ID of “1011” can be obtained

by eliminating the resonator of bit 2 or equalizing its length

to the resonator of bit 1. Changing the ID bit from “1” to “0”

is essentially done by making the resonant peak absent in the

ID data signature.

To relate the resulting resonant frequencies with the tag

structure, the surface current distributions of the sensor tag at

different frequencies are presented in Fig. 6. It can be seen that

each resonator manifests a strong surface current at a particular

resonant frequency. At the frequencies of 3.29, 3.41, 3.52,

3.59, 4.70 GHz, the strongest current appears at the location

of dipole resonator of bit 1, bit 2, bit 3, bit 4, and CMPA,

respectively. Thus, it is confirmed that the resonant frequencies

are contributions from each individual resonator. It is also

important to notice that the strong current is more distributed

on the ground plane’s surface rather than on the resonator’s

surface. Hence, any change in the RCS spectrum, with respect

to physical change on the underlying metallic structure, can

be analyzed based on the surface current distribution.

IV. SIMULATION STUDY ON METAL CRACK DETECTION

AND CHARACTERIZATION

To study how a metal crack affects the RCS of the sensor

tag, a crack is created along the monitored metallic structure

and the RCS spectrum is simulated for different crack ori-

entations and crack widths. Since the sensor tag is placed at

the center of the metallic surface, the constructed crack will

pass through the backside of the circular patch. We investigate

different widths of metal crack with 0° orientation (horizontal

crack), 90° orientation (vertical crack), and 45° orientation

(diagonal crack). For each crack orientation, we perform

parametric sweep in which the crack depth is fixed at 1 mm,

while the crack width is varied from 0 to 3 mm by 0.1-mm

step.

Fig. 7. Simulated RCS spectra of the chipless RFID sensor tag show-
ing resonant frequency shift for different crack orientations and widths.
(a) Horizontal crack. (b) Vertical crack. (c) Diagonal crack.

In metal crack detection, only the sensor’s resonant fre-

quency is expected to change according to the orientation and

the width of the crack. The simulated RCS spectra of the

chipless RFID sensor tag for different crack orientations and

widths are presented in Fig. 7. It is apparent that a crack will

shift the sensor data signature without affecting the ID signa-

ture. In general, a crack will shift the resonant frequency of

the CMPA with different directions and magnitudes depending

on the orientation and the width of the crack. We use the

direction and the magnitude of resonant frequency shift as

features to characterize the crack orientation and the crack

width, respectively. The normalized magnitude of resonant
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frequency shift (� fr ) in percentage can be represented as

� fr (%) =
f new
r − f initial

r

f initial
r

× 100 (1)

where f initial
r is the resonant frequency of the CMPA without

the presence of crack and f new
r is the resonant frequency of

the CMPA after the crack is presented. The numerical sign

of � fr (%) shows whether the resonant frequency of CMPA

shifts toward a lower frequency or a higher frequency.

Fig. 7(a) shows that a horizontal crack will linearly shift the

resonant frequency to lower frequencies as the crack width

increased. For horizontal crack, the detection sensitivity is

approximately � fr (%) = −0.28% or −13.43 MHz shift

per 0.1 mm increase of the crack width. In opposite to

the horizontal crack characterization, a vertical crack will

shift the resonant frequency toward higher frequencies as can

be seen from Fig. 7(b). In general, the trend of resonant

frequency shift for vertical crack detection is linear. The

detection sensitivity of vertical crack detection is averagely

� fr (%) = +0.14% or +6.67 MHz shift per 0.1 mm increase

of the crack width. Indeed, the resonant frequency shift is not

linear at some crack widths. Nonetheless, we can still justify

if a vertical crack exists, as long as the resonant frequency

shifts to a higher frequency. The constraint is that, at some

degree, the resonant frequency does not represent the width

of the vertical crack accurately.

A diagonal crack detection is somewhat more difficult

because it relies on two resonant frequencies as shown

in Fig. 7(c). Here, the shifts from those two resonant frequen-

cies are named as � fr1 and � fr2. Up to 0.5-mm width, the

presence of a diagonal crack can be detected by recognizing

the slight shift from � fr1. However, the crack orientation and

the crack width cannot be characterized since the trend of � fr1

is irregular. When the crack width is above 0.6 mm, the � fr2

can be identified, and it decreases proportionally as the crack

width increased. The � fr2 decreases −0.31% or −15.3 MHz

per 0.1 mm increase of crack width. Hence, a diagonal crack

can be detected when two resonant frequencies are present.

The � fr2 can be used as a feature to characterize the crack

width. A limitation in the diagonal crack detection is that when

the crack width is too small, i.e., less than 0.6 mm, the crack

may be misinterpreted as if it does not exist or as a horizontal

crack.

To understand how the crack shifts the resonant frequency

in different ways, we observe the surface current distribution

for different crack orientations as presented in Fig. 8. As can

be seen from Fig. 8(a), most current paths flowing on a

normal metallic structure at the resonant frequency are in the

parallel direction with E-plane. Meanwhile, the outer side

current paths are curved following the shape of the CMPA,

which is circular. When a horizontal crack is present in

the ground plane as shown in Fig. 8(b), it will force the

current to flow across the crack cavity. The horizontal crack

will lengthen the current paths and essentially increases the

electrical length of the CMPA. The wider the horizontal crack,

the electrical length of the CMPA will be longer. Since the

resonant frequency is inversely proportional to the electrical

length of an antenna, a horizontal crack will shift the resonant

Fig. 8. Surface current distribution on the metallic structure under the
CMPA showing the current flows for different crack orientations. (a) Without
crack: at 4.70 GHz. (b) With a 2-mm horizontal crack: at 4.43 GHz.
(c) With a 2-mm vertical crack: at 4.84 GHz. (d) With a 2-mm diagonal
crack: at 4.30 GHz (left) and 4.77 GHz (right).

Fig. 9. Fabricated chipless RFID sensor tag.

frequency of CMPA to a lower frequency. In Fig. 8(c), it is

shown that a vertical crack will displace some current paths

to the bottom surface of the crack. This portion of current,

which flows on the crack bottom, will not be taken into account

in determining the CMPA effective radius. Thus, due to the

current displacement, a vertical crack decreases the electrical

length of the CMPA and consequently shifts the resonant

frequency to a higher frequency. The diagonal crack combines

both phenomena. When a sizeable diagonal crack is present,

the CMPA operates in two resonant modes as displayed in

Fig. 8(d). The first mode is when the current splits and flows

diagonally alongside the crack while there is a small amount

of current flowing across the crack. In this mode, the trend

of the resulting resonant frequencies from different widths of

crack is somehow irregular because the electrical length of the

CMPA now depends on not only the length of the diagonal

current paths, but also the amount of the current that can flow

across the crack. Another mode is created when the current

flows diagonally across the crack so that the length of current

paths increases as the crack widened. This mode is similar to

the phenomenon of the horizontal crack detection in which the

resonant frequency will shift to a lower frequency according

to the width of the crack.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION

After investigating the performance of crack detection using

simulation, the chipless RFID sensor tag is fabricated and

the simulation results are validated through experimental

studies. The fabricated chipless RFID sensor tag is depicted

in Fig. 9 with a coin for size comparison. We prepare nine

artificial crack samples and a natural fatigue crack sample,
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Fig. 10. Metal crack samples. (a) Artificial crack samples. (b) Natural fatigue
crack sample.

Fig. 11. Experiment setup using bistatic radar configuration. (a) Diagram of
the experimental setup. (b) Photograph showing the positioning of horn
antennas and the sensor tag inside an anechoic chamber.

as exhibited in Fig. 10, for validating the results from simu-

lation. The artificial crack samples, shown in Fig. 10(a), are

made from aluminum plates with three different crack orien-

tations (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal) and three different

crack widths (1, 2, and 3 mm). The natural fatigue crack

sample as shown in Fig. 10(b) is a steel bar having dimensions

of 170 mm × 50 mm × 20 mm with a microscopic crack at

the center of the surface.

Fig. 11 illustrates the experiment setup using the bistatic

radar configuration. As depicted in Fig. 11(a), we use the

Agilent 8363B vector network analyzer (VNA) connected to

two identical standard gain horn antennas, which are separated

by a distance of 5 cm. Although the reader antennas are

placed side by side as in the monostatic radar configuration,

this tag reading mechanism is considered as bistatic since

the phase centers of the horn antennas are comparable to the

distance between the horn antennas and the sensor tag. The

chipless RFID sensor tag is attached to a metal crack sample

by using an adhesive thin transparent tape. The tag and the

metal sample are put upright in the sample holder toward the

horn antennas and all positioned 30 cm in front of the horn

antennas. The power delivered by the VNA is set as 0 dBm in

the entire frequency band with an averaging function activated

for 100 measurements to increase the signal to noise ratio.

To obtain RCS from measurement, we need to perform

subtractions with the measurement background and to scale

the subtracted result using a reference RCS. First, the

measured S21 of the tag and the sample (S
tag+sample
21 ) needs

to be subtracted with an empty background measurement

(S
background
21 ). The sample holder should be included in the

empty background measurement, as we need to obtain the

RCS of tag and sample only. Second, we need to measure

S21 of a reference object (Sref
21 ) having a known RCS from

simulation (RCSref) and to subtract it with the measured empty

background. A 50 mm × 50 mm × 2 mm aluminum plate can

be used as the reference object. Hence, the measured RCS can

be obtained as [36]

RCStag+sample =

[

S
tag+sample
21 − S

background
21

Sref
21 − S

background
21

]2

· RCSref. (2)

Here, the metal sample has a dominant contribution in forming

the RCS. When the size of metal sample is large as com-

pared to the tag, the signal absorption can be too less as

compared to the reflection from the sample, thus leads to

undetectable resonant frequencies. Hence, the RCS written

in (2) has dependence from the size of the metal sample.

Fortunately, we can isolate the RCS result from the reflection

manifested by the metal sample and leaving the absorption

characteristic of the chipless RFID sensor tag. The inversed

RCS can be derived by subtracting the measured S21 of the

tag and the sample (S
tag+sample
21 ) with the measured S21 of the

metal sample without the tag (S
sample
21 ), instead of subtraction

with S
background
21 . The inversed RCS can be expressed as

RCS′

tag+sample =

[

S
tag+sample
21 − S

sample
21

Sref
21 − S

background
21

]2

· RCSref. (3)

The RCS′

tag+sample removes the reflection from metal sample

in calculation only, therefore, it still contains the information

of the crack because the crack affects the absorptive resonant

peak of the CMPA.

A. Readability of the Chipless RFID Sensor Tag

Chipless RFID sensor tag readability is determined by the

observability of the resonant frequencies representing the tag

ID and the sensor’s resonant frequency. The experimental

investigation is started with the measurement of RCS when

the chipless RFID sensor tag is attached to a 60 mm × 60 mm

metallic plate without any crack. The reading distance is set

at 30 cm as in the simulation. A comparison between the

simulated and the measured RCS spectrum is presented in

Fig. 12. As can be seen, the measured RCS agrees very well

with the simulated one. Four resonant frequencies representing

the tag ID of “1111” and a resonant frequency of CMPA

at approximately 4.70 GHz can be observed in the RCS.

It means that the chipless RFID sensor tag is definitely

readable from 30-cm reading distance. Little discrepancies

between the simulated and the measured RCS, especially the

resonant frequencies, may be due to the fabrication error.

Next, the readability of the sensor tag is examined with

longer reading distances. RCS spectra with reading distances

of 30, 60, 90, and 120 cm, are measured and the results are

shown in Fig. 13. Data of S
tag+sample
21 , S

background
21 , and Sref

21
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Fig. 12. Comparison between the simulated and the measured RCS spectra
of the chipless RFID sensor tag.

Fig. 13. Measured RCS spectra with different reading distances.

are acquired at every reading distance in the measurements.

It is apparent that all resonant frequencies in the RCS are

observable from any distance, which means that reading

distance does not significantly affect the tag’s readability in

the anechoic chamber. Indeed, increasing the reading distance

will add more ripples into the RCS. Nevertheless, it is not a

serious issue as long as the magnitude of the ripples is small

as compared to the resonant frequency notches.

In SHM applications, the size of the monitored metallic

structures is comparatively much larger than the samples used

in this experiment. To examine the readability of the sensor

tag on the larger metals, the RCS spectrum is measured at

30-cm reading distance over different sizes of metal. It is

obvious from Fig. 14 that the larger metal surface will increase

the overall RCS magnitude but will attenuate the resonant

frequencies. When the size of metal is 80 mm × 80 mm,

the resonant frequencies are still observable. However, they

are unobservable if the metal size is 200 mm × 200 mm.

The reason is that the considerable amount of reflection

from a large metallic surface tends to conceal the absorptive

peaks of the resonators. Fortunately, as stated earlier, we can

remove the reflection by applying the inversed RCS (RCS’)

as written in (3). The measured RCS’ spectra for different

sizes of metal are presented in Fig. 15. It is clear that the

resonant frequencies are observable for all metal sizes by

using the RCS’. The resulting resonant frequencies in RCS’

Fig. 14. Measured RCS spectra using (2) of the chipless RFID sensor tag
placed on different sizes of metal sample showing unreadable tag if the metal
size is 200 mm × 200 mm.

Fig. 15. Measured RCS’ spectra using (3) of the chipless RFID sensor tag
placed on different sizes of metal sample showing readable tag for any size
of metal.

based on (3) are definitely the same as that from RCS based

on (2). It is important to note that although the large metal

can be calibrated using (3), the measurement becomes more

susceptible to noise and sensitive to any movement of the

metal in front of the reader antennas. The large metal sample

and the other metallic objects inside the chamber, e.g., reader

antennas, produces a strong multipath that increases the noise

level in the RCS’.

B. Experimental Study With Artificial and

Natural Fatigue Cracks

The simulation results have shown that the direction

(positive/negative sign) of resonant frequency shift corre-

sponds to the crack orientation while its magnitude is propor-

tional to the crack width. For validation, RCS measurements

are performed with artificial crack samples. We measured the

RCS spectrum of three crack widths, i.e., 1, 2, and 3 mm, for

each crack orientation. The comparison between the simulated

and the measured RCS spectra are given in Fig. 16. It is clear

that the simulation and measured results show a very good

agreement in trend. In Fig. 16(a), measurement with horizontal

crack samples shows that the resonant frequency will shift

toward lower frequencies as the crack width increased. The

sign of the resonant frequency shift becomes negative and
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Fig. 16. Measured RCS spectra of the chipless RFID sensor tag validating the
simulation results of resonant frequency shift for different crack orientations
and widths. (a) Horizontal crack. (b) Vertical crack. (c) Diagonal crack.

its magnitude represents the width of the horizontal crack.

The measured results with vertical crack samples in Fig. 16(b)

also provide the same trend with the simulation results. The

resonant frequency will shift toward higher frequencies as the

crack width increased. The sign of the resonant frequency

shift is positive and its magnitude becomes higher when the

vertical crack is wider. In addition, the measured results of

diagonal crack detection in Fig. 16(c) also demonstrate that

the simulation results are valid.

Although the artificial cracks are sufficient for representing

real cracks, testing the sensor tag with a natural fatigue crack is

necessary to examine the detection reliability. Since the natural

Fig. 17. Measured RCS’ spectra showing detection of a microscopic natural
fatigue crack by using resonant frequency shift.

Fig. 18. Experiment setup outside the anechoic chamber.

fatigue crack sample is considerably large in comparison with

the sensor tag, we apply the RCS’ as in (3) to observe the

tag’s resonant frequencies. The natural fatigue crack sample

is placed upright at the sample holder so that the orientation

of natural fatigue crack to detect is horizontal. The RCS’

is measured with the tag attached at a noncracked surface

and at a cracked surface. The measured RCS’ spectra at both

locations on the metal surface are shown in Fig. 17. As can be

seen, placing the sensor tag at the cracked surface shifts the

resonant frequency as much as −45 MHz, or −0.97% from

the original resonant frequency (4.66 GHz). By assuming that

the detection sensitivity is −0.28% shift per 0.1-mm crack

width obtained from the simulation, the detection result of the

natural fatigue crack in the experiment does make sense. The

resonant frequency shift of −0.97% implies that a horizontal

natural fatigue crack with approximately 0.3-mm width is

detected.

C. Experimental Study Outside the Anechoic Chamber

The experimental validation in the anechoic chamber has

shown good results confirming the simulation. Nevertheless,

the system implementation for SHM in real environment may

not work as good as in the anechoic chamber. To examine the

chipless RFID sensor system in real environment, we under-

take an experimental study outside the anechoic chamber as

depicted in Fig. 18. Three horizontal crack samples having
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Fig. 19. Measured RCS’ spectra showing detection and characterization of
horizontal cracks in real environment.

width of 1, 2, and 3 mm are mounted on an 80 cm × 80 cm

metallic surface, which is positioned 30 cm away from the

horn antennas. The experiment setup is surrounded by various

metallic objects such as a large metallic cabinet, computers,

VNA, and chairs. In the calculation of RCS’ using (3),

the reference measurement Sref
21 − S

background
21 with the small

aluminum plate is taken from the measurement in the anechoic

chamber while the measurement of S
tag+sample
21 −S

sample
21 is done

in the real environment.

Fig. 19 shows the measurement results outside the anechoic

chamber. It is obvious that in such challenging environment,

the RCS’ suffers from the high noise level, which may obscure

the resonant peaks. The large metal area and the surrounding

metallic objects produce multipath that increases the level of

noise floor in the entire band. Although the resonant peaks

from the ID resonators are almost comparable to noise, they

are still noticeable at the corresponding frequencies. Likewise,

the resonant frequency of the CMPA is easy to observe and the

resonant frequency shifts are able to conform with the variation

of crack width very well. The result from measurement outside

the anechoic chamber suggests that the system is usable in

practice but with a limited tag readability. To improve the

tag’s readability using the current chipless RFID system,

the resonator design needs to generate resonant peaks that are

able to withstand the high noise level in the real environment.

D. Limitations and Practical Challenges

In this paper, the proposed sensor tag can detect the crack

only when it is located behind the sensor resonator. It implies

that the metal areas behind the ID resonators are blind spots,

which should not exist or to be as small as possible. Taking

into account the tag ID capacity, which should be high, the

ID resonators part should cover less surface area of the moni-

tored metallic structure than the sensor resonator to minimize

the blind spots. In addition, the resonant frequencies represent-

ing the tag ID should be more visible by making the resonators

more absorptive. Obviously, the resonant notches/peaks from

dipole resonators in this paper are less visible than that from

CMPA. Therefore, the tag ID might be difficult to read in

certain conditions. The resonator design for ID part should

be improved to have better resonating/absorption character-

istics. One more design challenge is related to material and

realization of the sensor tag. Chipless RFID sensor tags for

metal crack detection have a potential to be fully printed on a

flexible and adhesive substrate. The inkjet printing technique

with silver/copper nanoparticle ink is commonly used for

prototyping. In this case, the impacts of material and electrical

properties of conductive ink to the crack detection performance

need to be investigated. For industrial applications, the fully

printable chipless RFID is a way to enable the crack sensing

skin, which can be applied as smart metal coatings in the

future.

Despite the sensor tag design, one practical challenge is

associated with the robustness of the sensor tag reading.

A major drawback of the reading mechanism used in this

paper is it needs a calibration measurement with the metallic

structure without the attachment of tag as in (3). Never-

theless, performing subtraction with the monitored metallic

structure makes the system very sensitive to the positional

change and any movement of the structure after the calibra-

tion measurement is done. Aside from the metal size prob-

lem, the calibration measurement requires the sensor system

and the environment to be static and isolated. Consequently,

the proposed chipless RFID sensor system is only reliable

in an anechoic chamber environment. To be applied in the

real environment, the chipless RFID sensor system should

be calibration free [37] and robust in facing several factors:

the reflection from surrounding objects, the multipath, and

the other disturbances that make the system not static. One

potential solution is to use depolarizing sensor tags and the

cross-polarization reading [38].

Regarding the crack detection performance, the proposed

sensor tag has demonstrated its capability in characterizing

different crack widths for horizontal, vertical, and diagonal

orientation. Enhancements of sensor’s capability in classifying

the crack size, orientation, and location can be studied further.

The challenge is to propose better characterization or quanti-

tative nondestructive evaluation methods applicable for SHM

with feature extraction and selection as well as multiple feature

fusion based on analysis of the signal magnitude and the

phase characteristics. Then, another concern related to the

detection performance is to consider the effects of material

properties of the monitored structure to the behavior of the

sensor tags. Civil metallic structures normally have rough

surface and painting layer, which may affect the detection

sensitivity and reliability. Therefore, the chipless RFID reader

should include mathematical processing such as the PCA [39]

in order to separate and analyze multiple interferences from

material properties and environment.

Finally yet importantly, RFID array is a further practical

challenge aiming at expanding the measurement space to

localize metal cracks. In the implementation, a number of

chipless RFID sensor tags having different IDs are deployed

as an array for large area monitoring. The interference among

sensors should be mitigated. Therefore, the chipless RFID

sensor reader needs to be embedded with an anticollision

algorithm [40] for reading multiple tags and separating sensor

data according to the tag ID. Study on chipless RFID array is

vital to discover how dense the sensor tags can be placed and

read over the monitored metallic structure.
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VI. CONCLUSION

A novel use of the frequency signature-based chipless RFID

for metal crack detection and characterization has been demon-

strated and validated by both simulation and experimental

studies. We have provided the proof of concept, for the

first time, by proposing a chipless RFID sensor tag design

integrating dipole resonators as the ID encoders and a CMPA

resonator as the crack sensor. The sensor tag generates a

frequency signature in the form of RCS showing multiple

resonant frequencies, which represent the tag’s ID and the

sensor data. The resonant frequency shift of the CMPA is

found as a feature able to indicate two crack parameters,

i.e., crack orientation and crack width, on a metallic structure.

The direction of resonant frequency shift can indicate the crack

orientation while the magnitude of the shift is proportional

to the increase of the crack width. A horizontal crack shifts

the resonant frequency of CMPA toward a lower frequency,

and oppositely, a vertical crack shifts the resonant frequency

of CMPA toward a higher frequency. Meanwhile, a diagonal

crack splits the resonant frequency into two, where the shift

of one of them has a linear relationship with the crack width.

Furthermore, the proposed chipless RFID sensor tag has a

high sensitivity. Several megahertz to tens megahertz resonant

frequency shift is observable per 0.1 mm increase of the crack

width. Therefore, the proposed sensor tag has a capability to

detect a submillimeter natural fatigue crack on a steel bar as

expected.

We have highlighted some limitations and practical chal-

lenges for further improvements of this application. The major

problem with the proposed sensor system is associated with the

reading mechanism and the robustness in the real environment.

The future work is to redesign the chipless RFID sensor tag

having a larger ID capacity and suitable for cross-polarization

reading, as well as to implement the sensor reader using a

small radar transceiver kit with small directive antennas and

signal processing capability. The system should be calibra-

tion free, robust in the real environment, and showing more

applicability for large infrastructure monitoring. Aside from

the sensor tag and system designs, feature extraction, and

selection methods as well as signal processing techniques will

play important roles to cope with multiple interferences. These

issues are already being tackled by the authors.
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